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Abstract. Cultural spread in social networks and organisations is an
important and longstanding issue. In this paper we assess this role of tree
structures in facilitating cultural diversity. Cultural features are represented using abstract traits that are held by individual agents, which may
transfer when neighbouring agents interact through the network structure. We use an agent-based model that incorporates both the combined
social pressure and influence from an agent’s neighbours. We perform a
multivariate study where the number of features and traits representing culture are varied, alongside the breadth and depth of the tree. The
results reveal interesting findings on cultural diversity. Increasing the
number of features promotes strong convergence in flatter trees as compared to narrower and deeper trees. At the same time increasing features
causes narrower deeper trees to show greater cultural pluralism while flatter trees instead show greater cultural homogenisation. We also find that
in contrast to previous work, the polarisation between nodes does not
rise steadily as the number of traits increase but under certain conditions
may also fall. The results have implications for organisational structures
- in particular for hierarchies where depth supports cultural divergence,
while breadth promotes greater homogeneity, but with increased coordination overhead on the root nodes. These observations also support
subsidiarity in deep organisational structures - it is not just a case of
communication length promoting subsidiarity, but local cultural differences are more likely to be sustained within these structures.
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Introduction

Beyond supporting communication, management and decision-making, organisational structures, both formal and informal, play an important role in shaping
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an organisation’s culture [24]. Culture can be thought of as the values and norms
held by the members of an organisation, or anything over which individuals can
influence each other [2], such as beliefs or behaviours. Importantly, culture plays
a role in affecting how organisations may function [10] and the organisation’s
identity [23, 15], alongside shaping the individuals that constitute them.
Interpersonal relationships play an important role in mediating cultural influence. One of the most fundamental structures underlying the relationships across
an organisation is the tree - in other words a minimally connected sub-network
that spans all nodes. Line management structures and hierarchies are common
examples. Structures featuring tree-like branching are also not uncommon in
groups where formal hierarchies are absent [1, 11, 22].
Longstanding qualitative studies in the fields of business, sociology and psychology recognise the social implications of tall verses wide organisational structures [4, 14], primarily revealing findings concerning decision making from qualitative analysis. More recently, flatter organisational structures and ‘holacracies’
at companies such as Zappos and Valve have received much attention [3, 8, 13,
26] based on their alternative approaches to hierarchy. From a network perspective, wide tree structures typically offer a reduced path length for communication but can introduce bottlenecks through dependency on hubs. Conversely,
deep structures circumvent this, but can introduce the problem of long communication chains that may impede activity when rapid responses are required.
However, beyond communication and decision making, organisational structures
also impact the culture of an organisation, as they represent how individuals
may provide influence upon each other.
In this paper we investigate the specific role of tree structures in cultural
propagation across a group, in particular looking at the shape of a tree, in
terms of its breadth verses depth, and the resultant cultural diversity. Using an
abstract representation of culture, our approach adopts agent-based modelling to
understand how culture may become shared based on social influence. The model
is composed of features held by agents, that can be shared through discrete traits.
The underlying model [19] generalises the approach taken by Axelrod [2], and
also incorporates combined influence from an agent’s neighbours, based on social
impact theory [17]. This allows us to determine the sensitivity of organisational
structure to cultural propagation.

Fig. 1. A taller binary tree, k = 2, h = 4 (left), and a flatter tree k = 5, h = 2 (right).
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Related Work

Wide ranging literature supports the evolution of culture. From a computational
perspective the work of Axelrod [2] provides a fundamental base model which
has been extended in many directions. This approach introduces the idea that
culture can be represented by a vector of features, where each feature takes
a value from a set of discrete traits. Qualitative work [9] has proposed that
in an organisational context, a large number of potential dimensions could be
considered (e.g. 20). Axelrod’s approach [2] involves agents randomly interacting
in pairs over a lattice-based network structure with similarity between agents
increasing the chance of a dissimilar feature being copied. This incorporates
homophily, where more similar individuals have a greater disposition towards
influencing each other [18].
There have been numerous generalisations of Axelrod’s work, with two directions standing out in particular: firstly the structure over which cultural influence
is performed [16, 25], and secondly the combined effect of influence from multiple
neighbours [12, 19]. In response, Axelrod’s model has been examined on different network structures such as Erdős-Rényi random graphs [25], small-world and
scale-free networks [16]. Equally compound influence has also been developed and
examined, alongside agent-based models of culture represented through simple
and complex contagion, often based on the susceptibility, infection and recovery
(SIR) model of epidemic propagation [20, 28].
Despite these contributions there has been limited consideration of hierarchies, either formal or informal, despite their prevalence in groups and organisations. Stocker et al [27] examined the effects of flat-vs-tall network structures on
an opinion formation model, finding that flatter hierarchies have more fluctuations from consensus than tall. Nekovee et al [21] compared flat-vs-tall network
structures and their effect on the spread of corruption through a network in an
epidemic-based model. These models are typically limited in their consideration
of culture, since they are limited to a binary representation [27] or variations on
SIR-based models [21].
We contribute a new perspective by adopting an agent-based model [19] that
considers the combined peer pressure upon the cultural features that an individual holds, while also incorporating the influence of homophily (i.e., similarity)
between agents. This more realistically models the spreading of culture based on
cumulative popularity of cultural features, and is applied to better understand
the role tree structures in cultural propagation.

2

Model

We use the social-impact inspired model introduced in [19], an extension of Axelrod’s model of Cultural Dissemination [2], as the basis for the analysis. The model
assumes a set of N agents (nodes) that are organised in a connected network
structure (see 3). Each agent is assigned a vector of F features (σ1 , σ2 , ..., σF ),
each with a value from a set T of q possible traits, where σk = 1, ..., q for feature
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k. This defines an agent’s culture, and agents can share some, none, or all traits.
Edges between each pair of agents are weighted based on the similarity of their
culture, using:
simi,j =

F
1 X
δσk (i),σk (j)
F
k=1

where δi,j is Kronecker’s delta.
At each iteration, a random agent i is selected and is influenced by multiple
neighbours simultaneously. Whether an agent adopts a trait is determined by the
number of influencing agents having the trait in question and also the similarity
of those influencers to the influenced agent. In this paper, we set the distance
measure [19] for influencing neighbours to 1. For each feature k where k =
1, ..., F , the selected agent calculates a trait score for each possible trait in T
and selects the value of α0 ∈ T that gives the maximal result. The trait score
tsα,k,i for node i, trait α and feature k is calculated:
tsα,k,i =

max
Xl

X

w(pl )δk,α (pl )

l=1 pl ∈Pil

where Pil as the set of all paths of length l that end at i; pl ∈ Pil ; w(pl ) is the
product of all edge weights on pl and δk,α (pl ) is a binary variable that is 1 if
the source node of the path pl has α as its k th feature. Thus the target agent i
copies the strongest trait α amongst its influencing neighbours.

3

Methods

We place agents in undirected balanced k-ary tree structures of height h and
branching factor k and observe differences between wider, flatter trees (low h,
higher k) and deeper, narrower trees (low k, higher h). Each tree has a root node
at level 0 with k children and h levels of descendents (Figure 1). The values for
h and k were chosen to maintain a similar number of agents across trees (see
Table 1).
Table 1. Tree structure configurations as undirected networks
Branching factor (k) Height (h) # of Agents # of (undirected) Edges
2
9
1023
1022
3
6
1093
1092
4
5
1365
1364
6
4
1555
1554
10
3
1111
1110

Cultures
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Fig. 2. Left: The number of cultures decreases as the size of the features vector, F , is
increased. Deeper trees maintain a higher number of cultures than flatter trees. Note:
q = 10. Where q = 5 and q = 15 similar tall vs flat patterns are present. Right: The
number of cultures increases as the number of possible traits, q, increases; however
there is no discernible difference between different tree structures for F = 5.

We vary the number of traits and features across the different tree shapes
and observe the effect on cultural spreading behaviour. For each of the tree
structures in table 1 we ran our model for F = 5, q = 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50 and
q = 10, F = 3, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50. These parameters were chosen to exemplify the
behaviours found in the model, between the states of complete mono-culture and
complete polarisation. For each combination of parameters, we ran the simulation
20 times, each with a different random seed and random starting cultures. An
additional 100 runs were made on each of F = 5; q = 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 to
examine the behaviour discussed in section 4.1. For comparison, we also ran
Axelrod’s model [2] on similar trees and parameter sets as above, as well as a
32 × 32 square lattice (1024 agents).
Previous works [5, 6] based on [2] typically use the number of distinct cultures (i.e. unique trait combinations present at stabilisation) or largest cultural
region size (largest area of contiguous identical agents) as metrics for cultural
convergence and divergence. However, for our purposes these metrics do not
fully illustrate the dynamics taking place because agents often hold traits from
multiple cultures simultaneously and therefore cultures counted as distinct may
in fact have many traits in common. Similarly, the largest region size may not
adequately indicate the amount of fracture in other groups, or the amount of
cultural overlap between this largest region and others. A dominant trait may
persist across several otherwise different cultures. Consequently, we record the
state of edges between nodes. Edges between two nodes with identical traits
are considered homogenised, edges between two nodes with completely dissimilar
traits are labelled polarised, and edges between nodes with a mix of common and
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Fig. 3. Left: proportion of homogenised edges. Right: proportion of mixed edges.
As the size of the features vector, F , increases, the number of polarised links drops.
These links instead become homogenised or mixed. The amount of cultural mixing is
greater for deeper trees (right) whereas flatter trees show greater convergence (left).

differing traits are labelled mixed. At stabilisation, Axelrod’s model will never
contain mixed edges; polarised edges may exist along borders of homogenised
cultures, whereas in our model mixed edges can occur.

4

Results

As a baseline, we apply Axelrod’s model [2] using tree topologies instead of the
regular lattice structure. Interestingly the results show consistency with the patterns observed when applied to regular square lattice structures - we are unable
to assert correlations between different tree shapes and the number of cultures
emerging under the cultural model from [2]. This may serve as another example
of how contagion dynamics differ when transmission is complex [7] rather than
via a simple dyadic interaction. It also motivates the importance of considering
combined influences in a cultural context, as presented in Section 2. We explore
this further below.
4.1

Polarised, homogenised and mixed links in a model of social
influence

We find that an increase in the number of features causes the proportion of polarised links to drop as a result of increased convergence. Consequently the proportion of homogenised and mixed links increase. The increase of homogenised
links is greater in flatter trees than deep; the latter instead display a greater
increase of mixed links (Figure 3). This is also reflected when counting the number of distinct cultures. While the decrease of cultures due to increased F is
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Fig. 4. Proportion of polarised edges when varying traits. As choice increases, an increase in polarisation is expected. However, between 10 / q / 15 polarisation drops,
and deeper trees become more polarised that flatter trees.

commonly observed [2, 19], the degree to which this decrease occurs is different
in flatter trees than taller (Figure 2). Such a clear trend toward homogeneity
in flatter tree structures may seem counter-intuitive if one envisions a typically
tall hierarchy as more rigid and autocratic. However, the greater degree of intermediate ‘hub’ nodes, social reinforcement, and shorter paths of communication
may aid convergence. This could have implications for the development of an
organisational culture.
When the number of traits is varied, the proportion of homogenised links
drops as agents have less chance of similarity. However, how the number of traits
affects the proportion of mixed or polarised links is more nuanced (Figure 4).
When the number of traits is small (q / 10), polarisation rises as the number of
traits increase. However, between q ≈ 10 and q ≈ 15 the proportion of polarised
links drops, before rising again at higher trait levels. Furthermore, when q /
10 flatter trees have a greater proportion of polarised links than deeper trees;
however when q ' 15 the opposite is true.
In most previous works based on Axelrod’s model (e.g. [5, 16]) there has
existed a positive correlation between the number of traits q and the number
of distinct cultures. While the number of cultures also increases in our model,
this does not account for the degree to which cultures may overlap. Between
10 / q / 15 the amount of polarisation between existing cultures drops, and
cultural mixing increases (Figure 4). This behaviour is unusual, and has not been
observed either in Axelrod’s base model or when our model is run on lattice
structures. The increase in otherwise different cultures sharing common traits
also affects taller trees to a greater extent than it does flatter trees. The inversion
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Fig. 5. Polarised edges at different levels of a k = 3, h = 6 tree. The higher in the tree
an edge, the less likely it is to be polarised between 10 / q / 15.

between 10 / q / 15 suggests that whether a flatter tree structure exhibits more
cultural mixing than tall depends on the amount of choices available per cultural
feature.

4.2

Polarisation at different tree levels

To examine the dip in polarisation at 10 / q / 15 we also record the proportion
of polarised and mixed edges at each level in the tree, where edges at level n
are the edges between nodes at level n and their parents. At the lowest level
of the tree polarisation continues to climb between 10 / q / 15. As we move
up through the levels of the tree the rise in polarisation between 10 / q / 15
is arrested, and at higher levels often reversed (Figure 5). As trees get flatter,
this inversion of polarisation occurs at relatively lower levels and with a steeper
decline.
To explain this further, we note that the nodes in the lowest level of these
trees each only have a single connection - to their parent. The copying dynamics therefore dictate that they may only stabilise at a state either identical or
dissimilar to their parent. As q is increased, polarised links at this level always
increase. Despite broader trees having a greater proportion of their nodes in
this polarised lowest level, they show the greatest drop in polarisation between
10 / q / 15. That the drop in polarisation occurs largely in the upper levels
of the tree may be examined further by experiments on different network structures, such as scale-free or others with differing distributions of node degrees and
centralities.
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Conclusion

In this paper we have applied a model of compound social influence, developed
to capture the notion of peer pressure, to tree network structures of differing
depth and breadth. We find that whether a tree is narrow and tall, or broad and
flat, has a tangible effect on the amount of cultural convergence. In particular,
as the number of features is increased flatter trees display greater cultural homogeneity than taller trees, which instead show greater cultural pluralism. When
increasing the number of traits we also identify a point at which polarisation between nodes falls rather than rises, and taller trees become more polarised than
flatter. Furthermore, some of these behaviours are particular to our model using
compound influence as a copying dynamic, rather than dyadic interactions. This
reinforces previous findings where complex contagions have resulted in different
dissemination behaviours to simple contagions (e.g. [7]). The dynamics observed
in these experiments have potential implications for the development of organisational cultures and how traits can propagate. Whether either subsidiarity or
centralisation are sought, the shape of a hierarchy can have a notable effect on
the spread of behaviours within.
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